Van Wolvlear issues happy hour directive

By AMY STEPHAN
News Staff

Happy hours now are permitted in hall party rooms, but a given hall cannot hold a happy hour and a party in their party room on the same night, according to a directive issued by Father John Van Wolvlear last Monday.

This change was made in response to input from the Hall Planning Committee, student government and union leaders, according to the Van Wolvlear directive to each rector.

This notice revised the current party guidelines by stating that each hall shall designate a separate room as the party room which can be used once on Friday and on Saturday, but the total gathering automatically precludes a later gathering, although the party room cannot be used twice on the same night.

There have been no leads in determining the driver of the car involved in McNerny and Mannion's Sept. 26 accident, and the Saint Joseph County Sheriff's Dept.

According to Garvey, several problems with her vision and memory, and she is looking forward to her return, "as soon as the court cases are over. I want to forget it ever happened," she said.

The other two victims, Beth McInerny and Kerin Mannion, are doing fine. Mannion has a walking cast on his right leg, which he hopes to have removed in March. The Syracuse, N.Y. resident said he is feeling somewhat self-satisfied.

"I can't wait to be back. For spending two months in bed, wondering if I was going crazy, I just want to get back to normal," she said. Garvey is returning her rehabilitation in Appleton, Wisconsin.

The three Notre Dame students injured earlier this semester in two separate hit-and-run accidents are expected to return next semester.

Kathleen Garvey, a victim in the Sept. 18 hit-and-run accident near Corby's Tavern was in campus visiting with friends last week.
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"We have a basic rigors will cease to function before the end of this year," Jaruzelski said in a nationally televised speech that his regime hopes to end military rule "in the reasonably near future."

But Jaruzelski indicated that in the meantime, it would retain some of its powers. In particular, it would retain the ability to function as a lasting military government. The new wage is expected to amount to 64 cents in each country under the terms of the pact.

"That's what we would have hoped for. But the basic 'rigors' of martial law will be suspended before the end of the year, interment will end, and there will be a partial amnesty, Gen. Wojciech Jaruzelski announced last night.

"This is of the opinion that would remain."

Jaruzelski spoke on the eve of Poland's 15th anniversary of martial law. He proclaimed martial law to describe the military operation to quell a student strike and independent labor union Solidarity. The union was outlawed on Oct. 13, and last month the government concluded it was no longer a threat when underground leaders were unable to rally a nationwide protest strike.
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News Briefs

Student injured in fight

A Flanner freshman was injured in an incident Friday night at the dorm’s Screw-Your-Roommate dance. Arrested Thursday morning, a junior, allegedly accused the freshman of purposely bumping him on the dance floor. A fight ensued and resulted in the freshman being transported to a local hospital. He was treated for a slight nose fracture. According to a dorm source, the incident will be handled by Dean of Students James Roemer. - The Observer

Red Cross revises policy

The American Red Cross will revise its policy for selecting blood donors following reports that a baby dressed in women’s clothing was a victim of the baffling syndrome, which leaves the patient unable to fight off infections. The child received blood from an apparently healthy 46-year-old man who later developed a pneumonia frequently associated with the syndrome and died, said Dr. Harold Jaffee, an epidemiologist with the National Center for Disease Control in Atlanta. - AP

E.T. brings Christmas headaches

Bouquets of flowers, bribes and threats are the stuff of Astrid K. Martin’s Christmas season. She is president of the company with exclusive rights to make “E.T.,” the sole licensee for making the stuffed toys, which Katz, whose office is in Washington, D.C., told the number of new cases reported, “Dr. Alfred

Clark remains critical

Barney Clark, who received a mechanical heart 11 days ago, remained semiconscious yesterday, his condition critical and “basically unchanged.” Clark suffered a heart attack Thursday which was attributed to a chemical imbalance in his body and not to the plastic heart. Doctors say the heart has worked flawlessly. “He slept through the night,” said Mary Dockham, the nursing supervisor at the University of Utah Medical Center. “He is breathing on his own, his color was normal, his heart rate was steady and his blood pressure was stable. He remains semiconscious.” Clark’s family was with him again yesterday, she said talking with him and toching him. The wheeling machine which kept him in bed was wheeled away. - AP

Mother arrested for poisoning

A woman arrested in Decatur, Illinois on a Virginia warrant charging her with poisoning her 3-month-old daughter, was brought to into a local police station at 2:45 a.m. and was released on bond. The woman, whose name was withheld, was accused of poisoning her daughter with a chemical of unknown substance. She was released on bond. - AP

Sunny, windy and warmer

Mostly sunny, windy and warmer today. High mid to upper 50s. - AP

Christmas all year round

As Christmas approaches a spirit of love and good cheer fills us all. Yet the holiday goes by so quickly, it is usually capped with a “Christmas is so short, wouldn’t it be great if we could have Christmas every day?” The truth is, the spirit of Christmas can last long after the tree has lost its needles and the last candle is taken away, only if you know where to find it. Once found, the spirit is an inspiring direction.

There’s a run in London by the name of Sister Moira who embodies that spirit. Moira and a group of students go out each Friday night and feed the city’s homeless from the back of a van.

The students in last semester’s London Program were introduced to Moira through our association with the syndrome and died, said Dr. Harold Jaffe, an epidemiologist with the National Center for Disease Control in Atlanta. - AP
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WASHINGTON (AP) - Despite talk of compromise on the MX missile controversy, it is becoming increasingly unlikely that Congress will wind up its lame-duck session as scheduled on Friday.

Such troublespots as the gas tax, an emergency jobs bill and the battle over the missile President Reagan dubbed the "Peacekeeper," may keep the lawmakers in session through next week or even after Christmas.

And Sen. Robert Dole, R-Kan., indicated yesterday the gas tax issue alone would keep Congress busy until New Year's Eve.

Early in the week, the House is expected to begin action on a storage spending measure that includes a $4 billion Democratic jobs bill.

Reagan signaled an apparent willingness to compromise on the MX issue Friday, saying he was willing to listen to congressional suggestions for improvement although he still thought his plan was the best. He insisted that the MX itself is vital to national security and arms control.

Senators, including some highly critical of the MX and "dense pack," have stepped up negotiations for a compromise. Most talk was about approving the production funds, but holding them up while another basing plan is studied, and giving Congress some kind of voice in the selection of a basing mode.

Dole said he supported production of the missile, but the "dense pack" basing mode he dismissed with a curt: "Forget it."

In other matters, the House was still to complete action on a bill requiring manufacturers selling more than 100,000 automobiles and light trucks a year in the United States to have a fixed portion of their production done in this country. It faces opposition in the Senate if it gets there.

Dole warned that such a bill is only a hint of a possible "rush to protectionism" unless other ways are found to protect American industry competitively.

"We must demonstrate (to the Europeans and the Japanese) that we mean business" by offering American industries government subsidies "in a few selected areas," Dole said.

Congress sorts through 150 natural gas bills

WASHINGTON (AP) - Natural gas, America's most popular heating fuel, is raising temperatures in Congress, too. Facing an upsurge over prices increases, Congress will begin this week sorting out the first of more than 150 bills introduced to deal with the problem.

Controversy over natural gas is nothing new. But the current arguments are the hottest since the mid-1970s when gas shortages forced the closing of hundreds of schools and factories.

This time people are upset because, despite a huge natural gas surplus, prices are climbing at a record pace. The government reported last week that in November, the start of the heating season in many areas, wholesale gas prices climbed by 5 percent, the biggest one-month increase since early 1980.

One consumer group estimates that natural gas customers will pay out $5 billion more in 1982 than they should because of lax enforcement by regulatory agencies and improper actions by energy companies.
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Snow clogs Eastern Seaboard

(AP) - An unexpected snowstorm yesterday decorated the Eastern Seaboard with snow up to a foot deep from Virginia to Maine and Christmas shoppers were urged to stay home while plows worked to reopen clogged streets and highways.

Heavy snow falling at the rate of 4 inches an hour in the Washington suburbs plastered the nation's capital and the big cities of Baltimore, Philadelphia, New York, Providence, R.I., and Boston. Areas farther inland were spared deep accumulations.

There were scattered blackouts and driving was perilous. At least 10 inches of snow fell at Dulles International Airport outside of Washington. About 9 inches accumulated in Ashland, Va., 15 miles north of Richmond, and in other communities in the central and southern part of the state.

The storm spread a broad swath of rain, sleet and snow from northern Mississippi to Maine. Muscle Shoals, Ala., got an inch of snow and anywhere from 4 to 10 inches fell overnight from eastern Kentucky to coastal New Jersey.

Winter storm warnings were posted from Virginia to eastern Massachusetts, where a foot of snow was expected on Cape Cod.

But skiers were mostly clear in the Mississippi Valley and rivers continued to recede from flood levels last week that caused at least $620 million in damage and drove 35,500 people from their homes.

The storm which developed off the coast of the Carolinas during the night brought a sharp contrast to the balmy weather of the week earlier when Virginians were enjoying barbecues with temperatures in the mid-70s and the ice melted on the skating rink at Rockefeller Center in New York.

Police in Baltimore, where 5 inches of snow was on the ground by mid-morning, were urging motorists to stay off the icy bridges and highways.

Dan McCarthy, police spokesman, said, "The bottom line is if you don't have to drive, don't!"

In Philadelphia, which also got 5 inches by morning, police said the snow combined with high winds caused numerous traffic accidents.

Roads in most of Virginia were slippery and hazardous. Scattered power outages were reported in Roanoke and in Richmond.
THE NROTC COLLEGE PROGRAM.
$2,000 EXPENSE MONEY AND
A NAVY OFFICER COMMISSION.

The two-year NROTC College Program offers you two years of expense money that's worth up to $2,000, plus the challenge of becoming a Navy Officer with early responsibilities and decision-making authority. During your last two years in college the Navy pays for uniforms, NROTC textbooks and an allowance of $500 a month for up to 20 months.

NROTC $15,000 SCHOLARSHIPS:

The two-year NROTC Scholarship Program offers you a two-year college scholarship that's worth as much as $15,000 in tuition. During college, the Navy pays tuition, cost of textbooks, instructional fees, and an allowance of $500 a month for up to 20 months during your last two years of college. Upon graduation and completion of requirements, you are commissioned a Navy Officer.

If you have a C+ GPA or better, call us now as scholarship opportunities have never been better. Ask for LCDR Norrbom or LCDR Horstmann at 239-7274 or 239-6442.

NAVY OFFICERS GET RESPONSIBILITY FAST.

...Michigan

continued from page 8 when Michigan started running," said Mary D. "We should have been able to put it away, but we made too many mistakes." Between mistakes though, many Irish put in good efforts. Forward Mary Beth Schueth and Kaiser combined for 17 rebounds while Schueth added 11 points with nine coming early (off four-of-five shooting from the field) to key Notre Dame's first-half advantage. Kaiser, surprisingly, was the leading playmaker, assisting on five buckets.

Beyong the Michigan comeback was 5-8 forward Peg Harte, and guards Lori Gnatkowski and Connie Doutt. Harte, who finished with a game-high 23, got easy buckets as the floppy-socked Gnatkowski continually thread-ed the needle inside. Doutt, a 5-7 sophomore, became deadly from the left side, hitting from 19 and 12 feet out to climax the Michigan rally, pulling the Blue to within two.

Then Dougherty took charge, ending any chance U of M had.

"I got behind the zone and was wide open underneath," said Dougherty of her clutch play. "Then, I just screamed to Ruthie."

That scream of notice saved the Irish a game-ending scream of horror.

...Miami

continued from page 8

With Notre Dame clinging to a 58-57 lead and two minutes remaining, Mallender stole the ball and dribbled in for an uncontested layup. She missed the shot, the Irish grabbed the rebound, and Miami committed a foul. Mary Beth Schueth made both of her foul shots and the Irish were ahead to stay.

Matvey, the only Notre Dame player to make more than half her shots, led the team with 16 points on 8-of-12 shooting. Schueth and Laura Dougherty were the only others in double figures, with 13 and 10 respectively. Matvey contributed a lot more than offense, though. "A very important factor," said DiStanislao, "was Shari Matvey's defense and I hope she's proud of it. Debbie Hensley and Denise Basford also gave a good performance at the point.

Also, for the first time this year, the "sixth man" - the crowd - had a hand in the game. Even though there were no more than 150 fans present, those that were there made more noise than any other crowd this year. It gave the team a true home-court advan-
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Dougherty helps Irish edge past Michigan....

By MIKE RICCARDI
Sports Writer

SOUTH BEND, Ind. -- Digger Phelps swatted a 15-foot jumper, beating the shot clock buzzer to give Notre Dame a 66-56 lead with 49 seconds left.

First-half lead turned into a rout over the second half.

The Irish defeated the Wolverines, 88-45, to remain undefeated in the ACC. The win boosted ND's record to 14-3. (Photo by Ed Carroll)

The Irish defensive effort forced 13 turnovers while the Wolverines turned it over 20 times.

The score was 39-33 at halftime.

"It was a good win for us," said Phelps. "I'm sure it was a relief for the fans, and it should be a confidence builder for guys like Trena Anderson and Tim Dolan.

"Dolan, the freshman from Point Pleasant, N.J., got a career-high nine points and five rebounds in his first start.

"Meanwhile, Andree, who has been relegated to the bench because of the play of freshman center Ken Barlow, and were never seriously challenged.

"Phelps found Soles for the 10-90 shot to spur the Irish to a 10-16 halftime lead.

"Ballroom was always four white shirts under the basket."

"I was thinking of kicking it back out, hoping someone could get a good shot," said Kasher. "But I heard Laura call for the ball and saw her alone under the basket.

"Dougherty's heads-up play allowed the Irish to break Michigan's fifth consecutive game, giving them a 5-2 record.

"The Irish were able to hit 5 of 11 shots in the second half.
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